
A Short Teaching on Calming the Sea 

by Deacon Gerry Palermo 

Greetings on this Twelfth Sunday in Ordinary Time 

Readings: JB 38:1,8-11 ; PS 107: 23-24, 25-26, 28-29, 30-31; 2 CORR 5:14-17; MK 4:35-41 

 

The Church today focuses on the how to weather the storm. 

This event is primarily about Salvation with its allusions to Moses and Jonah. But for this 

Sunday the Church wants you to focus on calming the seas of your life. So much a point of it, 

that the six days leading up to today we read from Paul’s second Corinthian letter focused on the 

tests, Pauline Beatitudes, 5x lashings, 3x beatings, the eight dangers, hungry, tired, sleepless and 

thorn in the side. This guy had a bad two decades. About the amount of time it takes to raise a 

kid. Just saying. 

The Church wants us to focus on Jesus’ reply to all the storms. Depending on translations, it 

boils down to: (1) Quite (Peace) (2) Be Still (keep your eyes on me). 

Oh, I see. You thought when the storm was raging, and Jesus got up and spoke, he was talking to 

the water. 

Quite! Be Still! 

Nope, he was talking to you. 

Think of it this way, your Mom tells you to ‘Sit Down’ and the dog sits down instead. 

The seas, at their level of rationality, had no problem obeying the command of Jesus. Their 

rationality of biology, chemistry, gravity, does not require faith. Jesus, though, and this is central, 

reminded the apostles ‘have you faith’. Jesus is teaching us all that in well formed people Faith 

informs the Intellect, the Intellect moves the will and the result is a calm spirit. ‘Why are you 

afraid?’ In this case, the Apostles are using their senses to move the will and the result is an 

anxious spirit. 

The Apostle’s awe is a secondary effect to the obedience of the waters to the Creator. 

Jesus says, allow me to use current language, ‘Dude, you need to develop your faith before the 

storm and the storm is encountered in a better way’. 

Quiet – its root is the word Peace. Divine peace. 

Be Still – to be in harmony with God. Living in His life. 

Be in harmony with God, your soul will be at peace, and the sensory of the storm will be an input 

not a driver of your soul state. I once heard a priest say it this way… when your ship is sinking… 

 

Don’t just do something…. SIT THERE! 

 

Tell God ‘Please, Lord, your Stillness and Peace. Amen.’ Follow Jesus’ advice, say the prayer 

before the storm comes. 

 

Peace be with you. 

Deacon Gerry 


